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DRIVING VALUE 
FROM TECHNOLOGY 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 

»INTRODUCTION

Government IT is undergoing a fundamental 
transformation in how it operates, engages 
and serves citizens. There’s growing 
pressure on state and local CIOs at every 
level to use technology to deliver faster 
and better services, while also finding 
new efficiencies through automation and 
improved decision-making. 

These forces are driving CIO interest in 
modernizing legacy systems, consolidating 
and optimizing IT environments, 
strengthening data management and 
analytics capabilities, adopting cloud 
services, and improving security and risk 
management. But new research from the 
Center for Digital Government (CDG) also 
shows a strategic focus on value that 
underlies all these CIO objectives.

Using the National Association of State Chief 
Information Officers’ (NASCIO) 2017 Top 10 
Priorities for State CIOs as a framework, CDG 
surveyed 126 state and local government 
IT leaders in March 2017 to determine 
their perspectives and priorities related to 
technology, procurement and planning.

The research indicates that CIOs — now 
more than ever — view their activities 
through a lens of fiscal responsibility. 
According to survey respondents, “budget, 
cost control and fiscal management” are the 

top priorities for strategic planning and the 
most frequent topics of current discussions. 

This emphasis on greater value from IT 
investments may have taken root during the 
Great Recession, but it persists because 
states and localities continue to feel budget 
pressure. Half of all states saw revenues 
come in lower than budgeted in fiscal 2016, 
according to the National Association of 
State Budget Officers (NASBO), and 19 
states made mid-year budget cuts.1 

At the local level, state revenue sharing 
with cities still hasn’t bounced back from 
recession-era cuts. A recent analysis of 
U.S. Census Bureau statistics shows that 
state aid shrank by more than 10 percent 
for local governments and school districts 
in 16 states and dipped by an average of 6 
percent nationally.2

Tight budgets combined with growing 
demand for digital services and modern 
IT capabilities will push CIOs toward IT 
strategies that deliver better performance at 
lower cost. These strategies are playing out 
in many forms. In 2016, for instance, Nebraska 
launched a year-long IT consolidation plan 
that reduced staff time on projects, facilitated 
greater cross-agency collaboration and 
led to significant cost savings by reducing 
redundant technology. The move is expected 
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to save the state more than $5 million over 
the next 10 years. In North Carolina, the state 
used cloud services to better manage its 
websites, improve the citizen experience, 
and reduce maintenance time and staffing 
costs. And in Tennessee, the state worked 
with a technology partner to modernize its 
legacy systems and reduce costs for future 
deployments.

It’s a critical time for state and local 
CIOs. As they look to modernize legacy 
systems and make more IT resource 
investments, they must be prudent about 
getting the most value for every public 
dollar they spend and ensure they aren’t 
implementing tools or pursuing strategies 
that could lead to more technology silos, 
larger technical debt or solutions that don’t 
meet their future needs.

The CDG survey findings indicate states 
and municipalities are making strides, but 
there’s still more work to do. Fortunately, 
there are several solutions — namely 
commercially supported open source 
technologies that drive better performance 
and increased efficiency at a lower cost — 
to help them close this gap. Working with a 
strategic technology partner that provides 
expertise and customization to meet the 
needs of the public sector also will be 
critical as CIOs try to stretch every dollar. »

CIOs — now more 
than ever — view their 

activities through a lens 
of fiscal responsibility.

Top Challenge
33% Budget, Cost Control, Fiscal Management  
31% Security and Risk Management
27%  Legacy Modernization   
25% Data Management and Analytics  

Focus of Discussion
43%  Budget, Cost Control, Fiscal Management  
40%  Security and Risk Management  
31%  Data Management and Analytics  
22%  Legacy Modernization 

Focus of Strategic Planning
35%  Budget, Cost Control, Fiscal Management  
33%  Security and Risk Management  
25%  Data Management and Analytics  
23%  Legacy Modernization 

Focus of Engagement and Attention
37%  Budget, Cost Control, Fiscal Management  
37%  Security and Risk Management  
35% Data Management and Analytics  
28%  Legacy Modernization  

Budget and Cost Control: A Strategic Focus 
for State and Local Government CIOs
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OVERCOMING 
INFLEXIBLE 
& OUTDATED 
TECHNOLOGY 

Legacy Modernization: 

Technology disruption is reshaping how 
state and local agencies operate. Legacy 
modernization remains an ongoing challenge 
for them, but with budget constraints many 
are focusing on projects where matching 
funds and federal dollars are available to 
offset the cost.3 

CDG survey respondents ranked legacy 
modernization among their top four strategic 
planning priorities and one of their top 
three IT challenges. Almost a quarter of 
respondents said legacy modernization will 
be a funding priority this year.4 Furthermore, 
legacy modernization will continue to be 
an area of focus and activity in the future. 
Twenty-six percent of respondents said they 
expect legacy modernization to be the issue 
that will see the most change in the next 
three years. 

State and local CIOs are looking to vendor 
relationships to achieve their technology 
goals, ease implementation, reduce costs 
and increase their knowledge of new 
technologies that can help them modernize. 

Some of the biggest challenges with 
legacy systems are that they’re inflexible, 
incompatible with emerging technologies, 
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decentralized, less secure, and harder 
and more costly to maintain. However, 
commercially supported open source 
infrastructure, middleware (software that 
connects an operating system to a database 
or application), cloud and automation 
technologies can help agencies modernize 
while meeting security requirements and 
budget constraints.

Open source middleware can provide 
additional functionality and the ability to 
support other commercial products.5 These 
solutions are a bridge agencies can use as 
they transition from their existing systems to 
modern technologies like the cloud. 

Some agencies already are adopting 
commercially supported open source 
middleware solutions to increase flexibility, 
lower costs and improve performance. For 
example, Tennessee Strategic Technology 
Solutions (STS), the division which helps 
coordinate and execute the state’s IT needs, 
used commercially supported open source 
middleware to achieve these goals.

STS previously relied on proprietary 
middleware that was inflexible, had limited 
ability to add new functionality and was 
costly to maintain. The division needed a 
middleware solution that offered more value, 
could function in a virtual environment and 
could easily scale. Ultimately, STS selected 
a suite of cloud-friendly, commercially 
supported open source enterprise products 
from Red Hat that includes developer and 
data management tools.6 

STS staff implemented the middleware 
solution after undergoing training, but 
also had access to support from Red Hat 
as they optimized the solution. The new 
middleware enabled STS to cut provisioning 

and deployment time from six months to just 
days. It also reduced total cost of ownership, 
improved performance and service delivery, 
and made it easier for the agency to scale and 
better allocate its technology resources.7 

Agencies must modernize. However, transitioning 
from legacy systems to newer technologies 
isn’t cheap and sometimes the process isn’t 
seamless. As the CDG survey found, IT leaders 
intend to invest their resources and funding 
into legacy modernization over the next several 
years, but they can smooth the transition by 
taking advantage of current commercially 
supported open source solutions in the market. 
Making this strategic choice will reap significant 
benefits for agencies that are trying to move from 
costly on-premises data centers to optimized, 
cloud-based solutions. »

Top State and Local IT Challenges
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Stories about cybersecurity threats against 
governments are commonplace. Some of these 
threats result from lapses in data handling 
policies or IT governance and oversight. In other 
cases, they’re more sinister.

Like their private sector counterparts, 
government agencies have experienced 
incidents ranging from accidental release of 
sensitive data to devastating phishing attacks. In 
some cases, these incidents have compromised 
personal information for millions of citizens, 
disrupted crucial operations and cost agencies 
millions of dollars for remediation. 

In the modern digital economy, state and local 
agencies share a growing amount of data with 
citizens and business partners. But information 
systems deployed years or decades ago 
weren’t designed with today’s threats in mind. 
More systems than ever are network or Internet 
connected. And state and local IT leaders also 
must ensure that newer technologies — like 
cloud and mobile devices — offer the data 
protection that governments need. 

Given those realities, perhaps it’s not surprising 
that security and risk management are key 
priorities for CDG survey respondents. Security 
ranked second only to budget and cost control 
as a current focus of attention and strategic 
planning. What’s more, respondents don’t 
foresee their commitment to security changing 
anytime soon — 37 percent say they expect 
future engagement and attention to be directed 
toward this priority. 

Within security and risk management, mobile, 
cloud technology, platforms and servers 
were called out as needing increased 
investment. This indicates CIOs understand 
the future capabilities necessary to increase 
data security, but they need access to 
larger budgets or the ability to shift current 
allocations to facilitate their organizations’ 
digital transformations. In fact, 31 percent of 
those surveyed said improving security and 
reducing risk was their greatest challenge — 
again, second only to budget, cost control and 
fiscal management. 

To adequately manage risk in today’s dynamic 
threat environment, security must be built into 
every aspect of IT. Some states may have the 
internal capability to assess the risk posed to 
their current systems and to combat today’s 
cybersecurity threats — but most don’t. To 
have comprehensive security throughout their 
IT infrastructure, states need to start with a 
secure foundation and operating system and 
keep security in mind throughout the software 
development life cycle. 

Commercially supported open source solutions 
can help states achieve this goal. Protecting 
against sophisticated security threats requires a 
modern operating system that can adapt to new 
challenges and be customized to meet the public 
sector’s unique needs. Linux, an open source 
operating system,8 can serve as the foundation 
for the public sector’s modern IT infrastructure, 
providing the resiliency governments need and 
the value CIOs demand. »
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Why Open Can Be 
More Secure
Protecting data is one thing, but remaining transparent 
doesn’t compromise security — it enhances it, 
because the best minds across the private and public 
sector can work together to solve the problem.

"The things that keep me awake at night are the things 
I don't know about,” Jon Dolan, chief information 
security officer of Oregon State University recently 
told Government Technology. “It's the things that I 
have no idea are out there that the hackers know that 
I don't, that are going to cause us problems on our 
security operation front."9 

This same concern likely keeps other CIOs’ minds 
reeling. Commercially supported open source solutions 
provide greater transparency and more responsiveness 
to quickly address issues when they arise, which is 
critical for state and local governments in the event of a 
security breach that could affect millions of citizens. For 
instance, Red Hat’s annual Product Security Risk Report 
provides information about vulnerabilities and how they 
were addressed by the company.10 This type of support 
is one reason why it’s important to choose commercially 
supported open source solutions, rather than free 
versions that can introduce risk. 

The CDG survey indicates local and state IT leaders 
are rightly concerned about security and risk 
management, but to address this technology priority 
they need not only to have a willingness to increase 
investment in this area, but also must adopt solutions 
that are more flexible, open and collaborative — which 
may seem counterintuitive.

Commercially supported open source software, 
however, can have distinct security advantages over 
proprietary software because it is developed and 
refined collaboratively by user communities. This 
open collaboration enables teams to proactively 
identify weaknesses and create more secure 
environments than they would have been able to 
achieve working in silos. As IT security challenges 
continue to evolve and more threats arise, adopting 
this approach is critical to help state and local CIOs 
build a secure, modern IT infrastructure. »

Security and Risk Management: A 
Top Priority for State and Local CIOs

Budget, Cost Control, 
Fiscal Management 

35%

 Legacy 
Modernization

23%

Consolidation/
Optimization

20%

Cloud 
Services

18%

Data Management 
and Analytics

28%

Broadband/Wireless 
Connectivity

21%

2017 Funding Priorities

Security and Risk 
Management 

44%

Top Investment Priorities 
within Security and  
Risk Management
48% Mobile  
44%  Cloud  
41%  Platforms/Servers 
41% Storage  
17%  Automation/Outsourcing 
17%  Virtualization



Government’s progress on consolidation 
may be reflected in CDG's survey results. 
Respondents often ranked consolidation and 
optimization in the middle of the pack — or 
even lower — on their list of priorities. Still, 
21 percent of state and local CIOs surveyed 
said consolidation is their biggest challenge, 
indicating a good amount of work remains to 
be done in this area.

For jurisdictions with federated IT 
environments, moving toward consolidation 
and standardization can indeed be challenging. 
It also may be a political minefield, because 
when employees hear the words consolidation 
or optimization, they may equate it with staff 
reductions and “doing more with less.” 

Nebraska’s CIO Ed Toner encountered these 
hurdles when he wanted to consolidate 
the state’s IT operations, since most of 
Nebraska’s agencies managed their IT 
functions independently.13 Even though 
Toner was warned he would fail, in 2016 
his department launched a hybrid IT 
consolidation project. 

The plan includes central management of 
a consolidated data center, network and 
infrastructure operations, procurement 
reviews and standards, and enterprise help 
desk and application support. Individual 
agencies retain management of IT activities 
specific to their mission.14 

The consolidation effort, scheduled for 
completion in 2017, helped Nebraska reduce 

Over the past several years, consolidation  
and optimization have been a core part of  
how the state of Washington’s IT organization 
does business. 

Because of a push from Gov. Jay Inslee, and 
a request in his 2015-2017 budget, the state 
combined five of its central IT organizations 
into three distinct entities before it eventually 
brought them under one umbrella11 — 
Washington Technology Solutions (WaTech). 
WaTech is a consolidated technology services 
agency that serves state agencies, local 
governments and nonprofits under the direction 
of Washington State CIO Michael Cockrill. 

“In the last year, we’ve done a fairly large 
reorganization of central IT, and that meant 
taking three different groups, three different 
cultures, three different backgrounds and 
putting them all together,” Cockrill said during 
NASCIO's 2016 Mid-Year Conference. “We’ve 
collaborated a lot with human resources and 
brought in outside organizational change 
management. It’s made an enormous 
difference. We’ve been able to get a lot more 
efficiency both within the organization and a lot 
more work out of the same number of people.”12 

Consolidation activity like this has been 
common in state and local governments for 
several years. Efforts to aggregate computing 
infrastructure and standardize systems are 
crucial for reducing operating costs and 
improving reliability. They also form the 
foundation for innovation around modern 
digital services and movement to the cloud.

CREATING A ROADMAP 
FOR STRATEGIC IT  

Consolidation & Optimization: 
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redundant technology and already saved the 
state nearly $5 million in its first year.15 Though 
Toner centralized IT staff, few left during the 
reorganization. The shift also improved staff 
efficiency overall because IT workforce skills, 
formerly devoted to single agencies, could be 
used on projects throughout the state.16 

Efforts like Nebraska’s require significant 
preparation and buy-in from those inside the 
IT organization as well as outside agencies 
that will be affected by these changes.

In a practical sense, agencies can take 
the first step toward consolidation by 
standardizing operating systems within their 
data center — a move that often doesn’t 
require the same level of political heavy 
lifting as a full-scale reorganization of 
departments and their core functions.

Typically, there are many versions of 
operating systems across a data center, and 
standardization is key before consolidation can 
begin. Agencies can achieve this by focusing on 
one or two operating systems, which reduces 
duplication and cuts the staff maintenance time 
required to support different software versions.

Standardizing on a commercially supported 
open source solution can be particularly 
beneficial, according to a report from market 
research firm IDC. The report says standardizing 
on a single commercially supported Linux 
operating system and management tools 
reduces server deployment and management 
costs by 35 percent compared with free Linux or 

a mixed environment of free and paid solutions. 
Moreover, the approach sped up deployment 
of Linux servers by 77 percent, enabling new 
business applications to be launched 13 
percent faster.17 

Virtualization — which allows you to run many 
virtual machines using one host18 — as well 
as storage and automation can also optimize 
local and state governments’ IT infrastructure 
to enable infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) or 
cloud services in the future. 

Although widespread consolidation can be 
challenging, these efforts are necessary as 
governments seek to modernize. Incremental 
steps, like data center standardization, can 
help state and local agencies move in the 
right direction with minimal disruption to 
existing IT operations. »
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MOVING TO THE 
CLOUD SAFELY 

Cloud Services:
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Cloud adoption is becoming more widespread. 
Ninety-three percent of organizations 
worldwide use some form of cloud services.19 

This figure isn’t surprising, considering the 
multiple benefits cloud technologies offer. 
Cloud services can lower operational and 
infrastructure costs over time because 
they make agencies more agile. They 
also provide a scalable, high-performance 
solution that supports business growth and 
are an important component of agencies’ 
consolidation efforts. 

The CDG survey found that cloud adoption 
is on the radar for state and local CIOs now, 
and the pace of implementation is likely to 
pick up over the next few years. 

As a topic of current discussion and 
engagement, cloud ranks in the middle of 
the pack when compared with other CIO 
priorities. But when respondents were asked 
which of their priorities would experience 
the most movement or change over the next 
three years, cloud tied for number one, along 
with security. 

Survey respondents expect to deploy more 
cloud-based storage, which they identified as 
their top cloud investment priority. Software-as-
a-service (SaaS) and IaaS are other areas where 
cloud investments will increase substantially, 
respondents said.

Movement to the cloud also will trigger new 
security and IT governance needs. Forty-
four percent of respondents said cloud 
services require increased investment in 
security and risk management. And 39 

percent said cloud adoption will drive 
more spending on IT governance. 

Security and governance considerations 
related to cloud services could be driven 
in part by concerns over shadow IT, or 
technologies that employees use without 
the knowledge or approval of their 
organization’s IT department.20 In one recent 
study, 65 percent of IT professionals said 
shadow IT interfered with the ability to keep 
cloud technologies safe and secure.21

This is where the right vendor relationship, 
technology solution and strategy can deliver 
security and the most bang for agencies' 
budget dollars. Commercially supported 
open source solutions — along with 
expertise and consulting services provided 
by a strategic partner — also can help local 
and state agencies invest in this technology 
priority at a lower cost.

However, before states make cloud 
investments, they need to craft a strategy 
for adoption that involves the following 
considerations:22 

■ Focus on standardization:  
Standardizing and consolidating your 
technology stack can lay the foundation 
for future automation across your IT 
infrastructure. This also can reduce your 
agency’s overall cost of ownership for 
maintaining and updating IT systems.

■ Remain agile:  
Fine-tuning your cloud strategy will 
require trial and error, so initially you may 
want to focus on adopting products that 
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meet your immediate needs, but allow for 
flexibility and customization in the future. 
Bottom line: You may not find the perfect 
solution right away. 

■ Get people on board:  
Designate a point person on your IT team 
who is involved in every stage of the 
cloud adoption process, from planning to 
implementation and maintenance. Getting 
buy-in early will make integrating these new 
technologies less of a pain point for your 
internal tech teams and ultimate end users.

■ Migrate incrementally:  
Don’t migrate your systems to the cloud 
all at once. Start small by focusing on 
applications that aren’t connected to 
sensitive data or won’t significantly affect 
the user experience if there’s a disruption.

■ Find opportunities for automation: 
Automation should be a backend and 
frontend consideration. Look to provision or 
update systems in ways that don’t require 
lots of staff resources and time. Also, 
integrate new tools into existing data centers 
to ease application deployment and scaling, 
which can reduce long-term costs.23 

■ Avoid vendor lock-in:  
When choosing a cloud provider, it’s 
important to have an exit strategy so your 
team can migrate applications to another 
cloud provider or back into your data center.24

■ Consider an open hybrid cloud approach:  
One of the best ways to avoid vendor 
lock-in is to adopt commercially supported 
open source solutions. Most government 
agencies will need to maintain their 
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existing IT systems while they migrate to 
the cloud, making it necessary to manage 
multiple environments on different 
platforms. To address this, state and local 
IT leaders should consider adopting an 
open hybrid cloud solution that combines 
the flexibility and interoperability of 
commercially supported open source 
technology with an architecture that can 
handle physical systems, self-service 
management, public clouds and business-
critical workloads at the same time.25

■ Don’t forget about measurement  
and governance:  
Once you begin implementing cloud 
solutions, it’s critical to continually measure 
and track your agency’s IT resource 
usage. This will help your organization 
better manage capacity and costs. 

As agencies try to simultaneously meet 
their current needs and prepare for the 
future, they’ll have to do some maneuvering 
to integrate cloud technologies in a way 
that isn’t disruptive to business. The CDG 
survey indicates most IT leaders realize 
the cloud is the way forward, but security is 
top of mind as they adopt these emerging 
technologies. Focusing on innovation in 
both these areas will help state and local 
agencies meet citizen demand for better 
services and succeed in this changing 
technology landscape. »

Cloud Services
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13%
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AUTOMATING 
PROCESSES FOR 
BETTER CONTROL 

Enterprise IT Governance:

Are state and local CIOs paying enough 
attention to IT governance? CDG survey 
results indicate the answer is no. Compared 
with other technology priorities, enterprise 
IT governance consistently ranks near the 
bottom as a focus of planning, engagement 
and investment.

Just 11 percent of state and local 
government CIOs surveyed said enterprise 
IT governance is a topic of discussion 
in their departments and only 9 percent 
said it’s an area where their agencies are 
innovating. Enterprise IT governance also 
ranks last among areas that are expected to 
get more attention in the future.

Lack of focus on IT governance is a glaring 
shortcoming in an environment where CIOs 
seek more value from IT investments and 
are keenly focused on managing security 
risks. Both these aims will require solid 
organizational, structural and operational 
processes to help agencies achieve their 
strategic objectives.

IT governance is the framework for matching 
IT investments to organizational priorities. 
Therefore, strengthening this framework is 
the key to ensuring technology spending 
provides value to government agencies. In 
addition, IT governance is the mechanism 
for controlling IT decisions throughout an 
agency, which is fundamental to reducing 
security risk.

Although survey respondents aren’t currently 
prioritizing IT governance, they do realize 
IT modernization will increase demands 
related to this issue. Respondents pointed 
to cloud and mobility — two relatively new 
technologies — as their biggest drivers for 
new IT governance investment.

Automated management tools can help 
state and local governments create a 
firm governance foundation as they build 
out and update their IT systems. They 
make it easy to manage systems across 
all environments (cloud, on premises or 
hybrid) through one single pane of glass. 
Powerful, commercially supported open 
source management solutions also equip 
agencies to reduce IT complexity, speed 
up deployment of new capabilities, and 
ensure security and compliance as they 
move toward modern environments.

Automating IT governance will be 
particularly important as agencies progress 
from traditional on-site systems toward cloud-
based infrastructure. Complex hybrid or cloud 
environments — and the mobility they enable 
— will put new demands on agency staff and 
existing management structures. 

The right automated tools position 
agencies to get the most out of 
modernization. They improve user 
experience and cut costs by providing 
self-service portals and automatic 



provisioning. They also strengthen control 
and compliance through sophisticated 
monitoring capabilities and automated 
policy enforcement and remediation. 
In addition, automated tools will help 
power the modernization process itself 
by orchestrating complex workflows and 
managing the configuration of IT systems, 
networks and applications. 

The combination of commercially supported 
open source solutions and automated manage-
ment tools can drive significant business value. 
For example, organizations using Red Hat Linux 
report a 40 percent reduction in three-year 
operations costs, a 20 percent reduction in IT 
infrastructure costs, 68 percent less unplanned 
downtime and 45 percent greater efficiency 
within IT staff operations.26 A 2016 analysis 
found the solution saves organizations more 
than $29,500 per 100 users per year, a signif-
icant costs savings that agencies can reinvest 
into other key priorities, such as modernization 
and security and risk management.

When it comes to governance, everything is 
interconnected, so your vision for strategic 
modernization must be guided by a deep 
understanding of the current and future needs 
of your organization. Automating governance 
and management processes will be a key 
piece of modernization. Ultimately, state and 
local agencies can’t afford to underplay the 
importance of IT governance because the 
value of their investments depends on it. »
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DEVELOPING 
STRATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIPS 

»CONCLUSION 

Government IT is undergoing a digital 
transformation, and state CIOs and local IT 
leaders must put together a game plan to help 
their organizations navigate these changes.

The CDG survey shows these leaders 
understand the areas they must prioritize, but 
making the right investments — especially 
when there often isn’t enough budget to go 
around — will be the most challenging part of 
this equation.27

Whether it’s security and risk management, 
legacy modernization, cloud services, 
consolidation and optimization, or enterprise 
IT governance, working with a strategic 
partner and integrating commercially 
supported open source solutions like 
middleware and enterprise operating 
systems can help organizations transition to 
and build a modern IT infrastructure.

But they first need to assess where they 
are before they figure out where they’re 
going. State CIOs and local IT leaders need 
to identify gaps in security, technology and 
skillsets and overcome bureaucratic hurdles 

that may impede progress. These should 
be the first steps before they jump headfirst 
into adopting new technologies that may or 
may not meet their business needs.

Today’s IT leaders also need to have 
one eye on the present and another on 
the future. As the research indicates, 
the future of government IT will be 
shaped by automation, virtualization, 
standardization and cloud services — 
all of which drive more efficiency at a 
lower cost. Organizations that aren’t 
focused on these areas will be at a 
severe disadvantage to meet citizens’ 
increased expectations and improve their 
operations and service delivery.
 
State CIOs and local IT leaders who are 
increasingly concerned about driving 
value must move away from the ways 
they’ve traditionally operated and prepare 
their organizations to take calculated 
risks — in so much as they can within 
government. Government IT is changing, 
and for IT leaders, embracing this 
transformation is no longer negotiable. »
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